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Liberal foes chase Amazon out of New York
What happened

Jeenah Moon/The New York Times/Redux, Rose Baca/Dallas Morning News/TNS

businesses for the costs of operating in one of the most
“business-unfriendly” climates in the nation, where
Amazon chief Jeff Bezos scuttled plans for a
“taxes are infamously high.” Once, New York could
second headquarters in New York City last week
have gotten away with just being New York. But
following a torrent of opposition from com“those days are gone.”
munity groups, politicians, and labor leaders.
Resistance to the 4 million–square-foot HQ2
Amazon called “the socialists’ bluff,” said The
campus in Queens was fierce: State and federal
Washington Examiner—and now everyone wins.
lawmakers said one of the richest companies in the
U.S. Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) gets “to
world didn’t need the $3 billion raft of tax breaks
crow” about keeping neighborhoods poor. New Yorkers
assembled by New York’s governor, Andrew Cuomo.
don’t have to give Jeff Bezos tax breaks to put an office
Community groups howled over the potential for
in their state. And Amazon? Maybe it’ll learn that instead of
spiraling housing costs in the surrounding neighborhood.
“seeking special handouts” from communities, it should seek
Labor leaders objected to Amazon’s aggressive opposition
out “low-tax states with right-to-work protections
to unions. Still, the e-commerce giant’s decision left
Boxing out Amazon
and a friendly-but-fair business climate for everyone.”
some HQ2 supporters stunned. “There wasn’t a
shred of dialogue,” said New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio. “Out
What the columnists said
of nowhere they just took their ball and went home.”
“New York’s rage” over Amazon’s $3 billion tax-break package
might suggest the era of such “billion-dollar boondoggles” is endAmazon’s exit exposed a growing rift in the Democratic Party
ing, said Bryce Covert in The New York Times. And not a moment
between pro-business centrists and a newly animated progressive
too soon. There’s no reason “in an age of rising rents and stagnatwing of the party, many of whom adopted the rallying cry “Stay
ing wages” to give corporations such deals—especially since we
the helipad out,” in a reference to the campus’ planned helipad.
have “reams of evidence” showing these subsidies don’t pay off.
The New York campus, planned for a neighborhood called Long
Island City, was one of two—the other is in Arlington, Va.—that
Seattle-based Amazon announced in November after a pageant-like The Amazon fiasco exposed the gap between the Democratic
Party’s pragmatists and “the far, far left,” said Michael Goodwin
search for a host city. As conceived, it would have brought 25,000
jobs paying an average annual salary of $150,000, as well as $27.5 in the New York Post. Now the Democratic establishment, which
eagerly embraces “crony capitalism,” is fighting progressives like
billion in state and city taxes over 25 years. Still, Amazon’s foes
Ocasio-Cortez who “tend to see capitalism in any form as evil.”
were not shy about proclaiming victory. “I hope this is the start of
Though perhaps when it comes to Amazon, Ocasio-Cortez is right,
a conversation about vulture capitalism and where our tax dollars
are best spent,” said City Council Speaker Corey Johnson. A coali- said Jibran Khan in NationalReview.com. New York dodged a
bullet. Corporate welfare is always justified with “unbelievably high
tion of community groups called Amazon’s retreat a victory “for a
projections” for jobs and future tax income. Those “rarely materialcity that works for us and not for billionaires like Bezos.”
ize,” and yet these deals keep happening, as all the taxpayer-funded
stadiums “for billionaire team owners make clear.”
What the editorials said
“The job killers won,” said the New York Daily News. They looked
If you want to understand what’s driving the activists who fought
at the “caterers, construction workers, electricians, cleaners,” and
Amazon’s HQ2, look at San Francisco, said Alexis Madrigal in
others who stood to benefit and told them, “Suck it up.” Why?
TheAtlantic.com. There, longtime residents no longer recognize
“Because Amazon is a huge corporation.” Because the 2,500 worktheir city. It’s become a metaphor for “how tech money can
ers at its Staten Island fulfillment center are looking to unionize—
transform even one of the most charming and irascible cities into
and the company wouldn’t promise neutrality. Indeed, those who
a place where no teachers can afford to live” and even young, rich
railed against Amazon’s $3 billion subsidy package miss the point,
people are “terrified of losing their apartments.”
said The Buffalo News. New York must pay more to compensate

It wasn’t all bad
■■Neither snow nor rain nor
heat could stop Jack Lund,
91, from making his deliveries. Lund, who joined the U.S.
Postal Service in 1949, finally
retired this week with a perfect
69-year record, having clocked
some 3.5 million miles in his
mail truck. His colleagues called
Lund an inspiration: He made
his rounds even when his vehicle broke down or there was
4 feet of snow on the roads. “I
haven’t made a lot of money,”
Lund said, “but I have made a
good living.”

■■A former bait dog has finally found a loving home. Whiskey the pit bull began her life as prey in dog fights and was
dumped by her owner at a Texas
shelter after being shot in the
leg. Vets amputated the limb,
and after months of rehabilitation, Whiskey was put up for
adoption. Jeff Meyer spotted the
three-legged animal in a social
media ad and instantly felt a
connection: He was born missing
part of his left arm. He adopted
Whiskey and has showered the
pooch with chew toys and affection. “I know from experience
how others will view her,” Meyer
said, “and knew that she needed
Whiskey and Meyer her shot at happiness.”

■■A Michigan powerlifter has been
likened to a superhero after he
used his strength to rescue a man
pinned under a 2-ton SUV. Ryan
Belcher, 29, was at work when he
heard a crash in the street. Rushing
outside, he found a man trapped by
an overturned Jeep Cherokee, with
half his body inside the vehicle and
the other half pressed up against a
street sign. The 350-pound powerlifter, who can squat 950 pounds,
grabbed the back of the Jeep and
began lifting, moving it a couple feet
over so that the injured man could
be pulled free. Belcher, whose son
often calls him the Hulk, said he was
“glad to have been there.”
THE WEEK March 1, 2019
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Elon Musk: Chastened, but still in the driver’s seat

GE is now
just a dim
bulb
Rick Clough

Bloomberg.com

The Fed
won’t be able
to save us
Martin Feldstein

The Wall Street Journal

THE WEEK October 12, 2018

General Electric, America’s most storied industrial
company, has suffered a brutal fall, said Rick Clough.
Eighteen years ago, “Apple’s hottest product was a
candy-colored computer, Donald Trump was a New
York real estate mogul, and GE was worth some
$600 billion.” Apple and Trump have gone on to
bigger things. GE? It’s closing in on a sad milestone:
“a half-trillion dollars in market value wiped out
since that all-time high,” as much as the entire value
of Facebook. GE’s collapse “is all the more startling
as it comes amid record-setting market gains.” Its
shares fell 45 percent last year and then another
35 percent this year, causing the firm to be booted in

June from the Dow Jones industrial average, where
it had been listed since the index’s founding in 1896.
GE’s fall from its mid-2000 heyday, when legendary
CEO Jack Welch was in charge, came in stages. But
the last couple of years have been especially painful. GE unloaded many of its businesses, including
Thomas Edison’s light-bulb operations, as CEO John
Flannery tried to narrow the company’s focus to
aviation, power generation, and renewable energy.
Those cuts weren’t enough, and Flannery was fired
this week after only a year on the job. “Where does
this bottom?” asked one investment analyst. “That’s
what everyone is trying to figure out.”

“Another recession is looming,” said Martin Feldstein. And this time the Federal Reserve doesn’t have
the tools to turn the economy around. The next crisis won’t be an exact replay of the last one. Homes
are not as overvalued as they were in 2006, the peak
of the housing bubble. But stocks are at an inflated
level, just as house prices were in the mid-2000s. In
both cases, the cause is the same: Ultralow interest
rates encouraged investors to borrow and spend,
sending asset prices rocketing. Just as the housing
bubble burst two years after the Fed started hiking
interest rates in 2004, rising rates now will push

down the stock market. If share prices go back to
their historical average relative to corporate profits—
about 40 percent below today’s level—$10 trillion
of household wealth will be wiped out. And as
household wealth drops, consumer spending and
economic activity will fall with it. When that happens, the Fed won’t have much room to cut rates.
And with federal deficits already rising to $1 trillion
a year, Congress won’t be able to spend money to
stimulate the economy. The next recession will likely
be deep and long, and there’s nothing the government “can do to prevent that from happening.”

Sasha Maslov/The New York Times/Redux

clearly false, Musk wasn’t really
“That was quick,” said Peter Henning
trying to deceive investors. He was
in The New York Times. Tesla chief
just being himself: “a character, a
Elon Musk last week faced the posdreamer, an unfiltered Twitter adsibility of being banned for life from
dict, and a guy with a long history
running a public company, after the
of promising a lot of wildly ambiSecurities and Exchange Commission
tious nonsense and delivering half
accused him of misleading investors.
of it.” Yes, the SEC’s job is to make
His crime? An August tweet in which
sure shareholders can rely on what
he falsely claimed to have “funding
CEOs say. But if you looked over
secured” for a buyout of Tesla at $420
Musk’s Twitter feed—full of tweets
a share. But just two days after he was
about flamethrowers and flights to
sued by the SEC, the mercurial entreMars—and “you took it too seripreneur agreed to a settlement that
ously,” that’s “80 percent on you.”
will see him pay a $20 million fine
and step down as Tesla’s chairman for
Can Tesla’s board keep Elon Musk in line?
Even without the latest controversy,
three years. That’s a year longer, and
Tesla “has been driving along the
$10 million more, than a deal Musk
edge,” said Tim Higgins in The Wall Street Journal. The comhad arrogantly turned down earlier in the week. Critics accused
pany has faced “production hell” trying to sharply ramp up dethe SEC of “letting him off easy,” said David Gelles, also in the
liveries of the Model 3, its first mainstream sedan. Settling with
Times. But regulators decided to balance the penalty for violating securities law with investors’ fervor for Musk, who is Tesla’s the SEC may let Musk focus on those promises. Between latenight tweets and fights with regulators, Musk has been working
“animating force.” Within hours of the settlement, Musk was
furiously to meet his promise of increased production. “From
firmly back in the driver’s seat, sending workers exhortations to
pulling all-nighters to micromanaging engineering tasks, Musk
keep “going super hard-core”—at 1:08 a.m. The CEO’s behavior “remains a wild card,” and Tesla’s board must now “babysit has acted more like the head of a startup than CEO of an automaker with a market value that rivals General Motors’.” That
Musk to make sure he doesn’t say anything that could get him
frantic pace may be paying off, said Dana Hull in Bloomberg
or the company in trouble.”
.com. After two years of struggles, Tesla production is surging—
a “big step toward Musk’s profit goals.” The company delivered
The SEC’s deal with Musk is sensible and correct, said Matt
more than 83,500 vehicles in the third quarter, twice the total
Levine in Bloomberg.com. But man, it would have been somefor the previous three months. Despite all the costly distractions
thing to see Musk and the government slug it out in court. His
generated by Musk’s Twitter account, this could be a “watershed
claim that he’d secured funding to take Tesla private was an
moment” for Tesla’s business.
“obvious and stupid” fraud. Still, though his statements were
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Small business: Fighting for a fair share of the rescue

The U.S. will
abandon the
unemployed
Victor Chen and
Ofer Sharone

TheAtlantic.com

Whom should
you distrust
the most?
Timothy O’Brien

Bloomberg.com

THE WEEK May 1, 2020

The mass unemployment of millions will leave “deep
financial and psychological scars,” said Victor Chen
and Ofer Sharone. Get ready for two distinct phases
to the unfolding crisis. In this first phase, Americans
are responding to the skyrocketing jobless figures
“with a sense of solidarity and compassion.” There
could even be enough political will to “continue generous government support” for the unemployed. But
as the outbreak subsides, “the situation will worsen”
for workers on the sidelines. “We are likely to see a
repeat of the unemployment crisis of the Great Recession—but the underlying dynamics will be amplified.”
Companies will begin to rehire, but not in great num-

bers. Instead, employers will “use this opportunity to
replace former workers with cheaper and more contingent labor,” hiring offshore, using contract labor,
or replacing workers altogether with autom. After all,
“social distancing has enhanced the appeal of self-service kiosks—and even delivery drones.” Many people
will be left in “a jobless limbo long after the economy
has picked up.” Then, old prejudices against the unemployed will resurface, replacing compassion and
grace with “moralizing anger pumped up by partisan
media.” These barriers to securing a decent livelihood
again for millions of Americans won’t suddenly disappear when a vaccine arrives.

When it comes to building an effective contacttracing system, “trust is a pivotal X-factor,” said
Timothy O’Brien. Apple and Google’s collaboration
on a new tool that will enable about one-third of
the Earth’s population to “receive alerts if they’ve
crossed paths with an infected person” is worth
commending. But expecting Silicon Valley to “come
riding to our rescue” isn’t exactly ideal. Google “has
historically treated personal privacy in the same way
that lawn mowers respect blades of grass.” Apple
has an imperfect privacy record, too, although it has
at least “tried to model forward-thinking privacy
protections in its products and services.” Americans

have a right to think twice before they opt in to apps
that could involve handing over identifying details,
location data, and health information. “And, yet.”
The alternative is allowing the government to operate contact-tracing tools through mobile phone data,
as China, South Korea, Singapore, and Germany
have done. “Would I trust Jared Kushner to run a
national coronavirus surveillance system? No.” But
overcoming this crisis will almost certainly involve
“once unacceptable trade-offs between individual
freedoms and public well-being.” The question is
only “whether Silicon Valley or the White House is
in charge of our options.”

AP

eligible payrolls,” while in New York
The $2 trillion economic stimulus packand California the number was closer
age passed last month has left a lot of
to 40 percent. The imbalance could
small businesses still scrambling for
have come about “because businesses
support, said Jonathan O’Connell in
in some states had better pre-existing
The Washington Post. While Congress
relationships with community banks.”
this week haggled over the details of an
But there’s no way to be sure, and such
additional $310 billion in rescue fundquestions are inevitable for a program
ing, thousands of small-business owners
with little oversight and no public aclamented the constraints of the origicounting of who’s getting the money.
nal $349 billion Paycheck Protection
Program, which dried up in a matter
This mess was entirely predictable, said
of days. Only 1.6 million applications
Timothy O’Brien in Bloomberg.com.
out of an estimated 30 million small
businesses nationwide were approved
Did big chains muscle their way to the front of the line? The White House and Congress backed
up the Brinks truck “without properly
for PPP loans, which are forgiven if
planning or managing how they would dole out” the cash. “Busia business retains at least three-quarters of its payroll for eight
ness owners weren’t sure how best to apply for funds, the online
weeks. The limited pool of available funds, however, didn’t stop
the Shake Shack or Potbelly from taking advantage of a loophole application process was chaotic,” and the first-come, first-serve
letting big chains qualify for up to $10 million each. Thanks to its approach enabled “well-heeled businesses” to skip to “the front
of the line.” Faced with a storm of criticism, Shake Shack at least
complex corporate structure, the steak-house chain Ruth’s Chris
showed a sense of shame and gave back the money. But why were
was even able to double dip for two $10 million loans.
midsize businesses like Shake Shack pitted against smaller ones
in the first place? New funding it on the way, but it’s not clear if
You can lay some of the blame at the feet of big banks that may
have given preference to larger clients, said Dalvin Brown in USA the “business gurus” in the White House have “learned from this
current fiasco.” One more snag is that many businesses are forced
Today. JPMorgan already faces a lawsuit that charges it “priorito apply now for money they won’t need until they can reopen,
tized applications for the largest loans.” The bank, the biggest
PPP lender, has processed some $14 billion in loans—but still has said Allison Prang in The Wall Street Journal. Companies must
a $26 billion backlog. The regional distribution of funds has some keep employees on payroll for two months “starting from when
lawmakers questioning if the program was “political,” said Zach- the money is received.” Some business owners opted not to apply
ary Mider and Cedric Sam in Bloomberg.com. Businesses in rural because “there likely won’t be enough business” by June to justify
states fared much better than coastal ones; firms in Nebraska, for keeping workers waiting around—and they’ll just have to lay
them off again when the money runs out.
instance, were granted “enough to cover 81 percent of the state’s
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China: Is Google betraying its ideals?
artificial intelligence research center. But
A staff revolt is brewing at Google, said
the launch of a censored search app would
Ryan Gallagher in TheIntercept.com. The
“put Google’s imprimatur on the largest
furor began earlier this month with the
and most pervasive authoritarian system in
revelation that a few hundred of the tech
the world.” Other autocrats would quickly
giant’s 88,000 employees had been secretly
demand similar services, “making Google
working on a project named Dragonfly: an
an accomplice to repression.”
Android search app for China that would
comply with the regime’s strict censorship
Actually, such a search engine might aid the
rules. It would “blacklist sensitive queries,”
cause of freedom in China, said Thomas
so searches on subjects such as democracy,
Jungbauer in WashingtonPost.com. Dishuman rights, Tiananmen Square, and politclaimers about blocked sites “would serve
ical dissent would yield no results. The projSee no evil?
as a constant reminder of the state’s ubiquiect marks a turnaround for Google, which
tous censorship.” Google could “upend the status quo, little by
pulled its search service from China in 2010, citing Beijing’s
efforts to limit free speech and hack Google’s computer systems. little.” Just look at how Communist regimes were undermined
by the slow trickle of knowledge from the West during the Cold
Google’s bending to Beijing’s totalitarian whims angered many
War. If Silicon Valley really wants to be a force for good, it
of the company’s employees. At least 1,400 have signed a letter
must engage with the people living in authoritarian nations, not
stating that Dragonfly raises “urgent moral and ethical issues”
“stand on the sideline and yell at how things should be.”
and could potentially violate Google’s own ethical code, which
says the company will not build technologies that contravene
Still, leaping into China is a “dangerous game,” for Google,
principles of international law or human rights.
said Christopher Mims in The Wall Street Journal. “Don’t be
Google was following its founding motto, “Don’t be evil,” when evil” meant that Google kept itself to a higher standard than
other companies. Many talented people want to work at Google
it quit China eight years ago, said The Washington Post in an
not because of the “catered meals and ample pay,” but because
editorial. But now “the company is feeling the pull of a market
“they are stirred by its idealistic mission.” If Google comproof more than 750 million internet users, a potentially lucramises on that, they’ll leave. That would be a bad outcome for
tive source of revenue.” The tech firm has already tiptoed back
both global democracy and Google itself.
into China—it has 700 employees there, including some at an

The era of
driverless
delivery
robots is
near, said
Andrew
Hawkins in
TheVerge
.com. Supermarket chain Kroger
and U.S. tech firm Nuro last week
launched their first live test of
autonomous grocery delivery cars
in Scottsdale, Ariz. To start with, only
one location will take part in the pilot
program: a Kroger-owned Fry’s Food
Store. Nearby customers can place
orders online or via Fry’s mobile app.
At first, groceries will be delivered by
self-driving Toyota Prius and Nissan
Leaf cars, with a human “safety
driver” along for the ride. But in the
fall, Nuro will swap in its Nuro R1
vehicle, so customers can expect to
see a tiny driverless auto “that looks
like a toaster on wheels” roll up to
their house. The high-tech service
might not appeal to lazy shoppers:
Unlike “typical, human-powered”
delivery services, the Nuro R1 will
make customers “walk to the curb to
retrieve their groceries.”
THE WEEK August 31, 2018

Bytes: What’s new in tech
Jeff Bezos’ Pentagon bid
Amazon is on the cusp of winning a $10 billion Pentagon contract, after a bidding process
that appears to have been heavily tilted in
the tech company’s favor, said May Jeong in
VanityFair.com. The Defense Department currently stores data in 400 separate centers; it
wants to move all that information onto one
cloud-based system. Among the Pentagon’s
requirements for bidders on the JEDI (Joint
Enterprise Defense Infrastructure) project: that
they “must already generate more than $2 billion a year in commercial cloud revenues.”
That shuts out most of Amazon’s potential
competitors. The requirements were designed
after Defense Secretary James Mattis hired a
key adviser, Sally Donnelly, who’d previously
lobbied for Amazon. Donnelly denies any
wrongdoing. Despite President Trump’s tirades
against Amazon’s CEO, Jeff Bezos, the firm’s
lock on the JEDI contract looks bulletproof.

The key to protecting email
One simple piece of technology made Barack
Obama’s 2012 presidential campaign less vulnerable to hackers than Hillary Clinton’s in
2016, said Alfred Ng in CNET.com. Obama’s
team was equipped with security keys from a
company called Yubico. To access a campaign

email account, users had to enter a password
and insert a YubiKey into their computer.
Clinton’s campaign was wounded by a steady
leak of emails from campaign chairman John
Podesta’s Gmail account, hacked with a stolen
password. U.S. intelligence agencies warn that
such attacks will occur again in the 2018 and
2020 elections. Since Google got security keys
for employees, none of their accounts have
been hacked. Google will start offering a similar device to the public in the next few months.

Tinder’s bad romance
Tinder’s creators have fallen out of love with
the dating app’s owners, said Shannon Liao in
TheVerge.com. Three of Tinder’s founders and
seven current and former executives charge
that IAC—which also owns Match.com—
falsified financial information, undercounted
growth, and delayed the launch of new features. The alleged aim was to undermine the
company’s value and rob its early employees
of billions of dollars in stock options. The
lawsuit seeks $2 billion in damages. Dating has
become a very profitable corner of the online
world, with Tinder’s revenues projected at
$800 million this year. IAC denies the charges
and says that it has paid Tinder employees
more than $1 billion in compensation.

Newscom, Nuro
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Silicon Valley: Unicorns fall victim to the virus
put their livelihoods in the hands of
The coronavirus has ushered in a “reality
Airbnb’s platform, said Tripp Mickle and
check” for Silicon Valley, said The EconoPreetika Rana in The Wall Street Jourmist. Investors pumped $822 billion into
nal, and now they are suffering. “Airbnb
American tech startups since 2010 and
hosts saw $1.5 billion in bookings vanish
were preaching “growth at all cost” mere
in mid-March,” and while the company
months ago. Now amid the economic
fully refunded guests, many homeownuncertainty they are “scurrying for safe
ers feel they’ve been “hung out to dry.”
assets” amid the economic uncertainty. To
Some have built “large Airbnb portfobe fair, “the euphoria” over the so-called
lios,” relying on the promise of rental
unicorns—startups valued by investors at
income. Lenders will “re-evaluate their
a billion dollars or more—began to ebb
exposure to Airbnb,” and local governlast year with Uber’s disappointing IPO,
ments who’ve long been suspicions of
followed by the spectacular implosion
Airbnb rentals could use this opportunity
of WeWork. The pandemic is culling the
Little hope of an IPO amid the devastation
to evict Airbnb from their cities.
herd; already, “the unicorn world is astir
with talk of consolidation,” such as a merger between Uber and
Tech startups are now shedding workers as quickly as they hired
Lyft. The possibility also looms that “one of the big uglies”—
them, said Bobby Allyn in NPR.org. “This is the great unwindApple, Microsoft, Alphabet, Amazon, and Facebook—could be
ing,” says an expert in winding down tech companies who’s
in a purchasing mood, tossing aside antitrust concerns.
known as “the undertaker of Silicon Valley.” This is not just a
No unicorn has been hurt more by the coronavirus than Airbnb, temporary shock, but likely “the end of the golden era for tech
workers,” said Conor Sen in Bloomberg.com. Silicon Valley had
said Patrick Clark and Eric Newcomer in Bloomberg Busiadopted a “growth-at-all-costs model” that traded profits for
nessweek. Not long ago valued at as much as $31 billion, the
the hope of eventually gaining “dominant market shares and
home-rental platform was “widely seen as Silicon Valley’s mosthave pricing power.” Investors were already tiring of companies
promising still-technically-a-startup.” Now “corporate sterility”
burning cash for years on outsize salaries and massive marketing.
suddenly seems more appealing than Airbnb’s model of “strangNow that’s over. In the shadow of the coronavirus investors want
ers trusting strangers,” and the devastation of global travel has
proof that tech companies have a concrete plan to make money.
some wondering if “Airbnb’s moment has ended.” Many people

A neurotech startup says it has
designed an “odor-detection” device
that can mimic a
bomb-sniffing
dog, said
Patrick
McGee
in the
Financial
Times.
The purple,
“jellyfish-like
sensors,” currently
in prototype, were created by a
small California company called
Koniku and incorporate living cells
that are genetically modified with
olfactory receptors—the nerve cells
that enable us to recognize smells
from the air. Airbus, an investor
in Koniku called the technology
“game-changing” and recently
announced plans to install the
devices “in select airport screening
tunnels later this year” as a “last
line of defense against security
threats.” Koniku is now examining
whether its sensors can detect other
“biological hazards,” such as Covid19 or certain cancers, based on
“how diseases emit specific odors.”
THE WEEK May 15, 2020

Bytes: What’s new in tech
Elon Musk: Don’t buy Tesla shares
Tesla’s stock plummeted last week after another bizarre Twitter outburst from chief
executive Elon Musk, said Jessica Bursztynsky
in CNBC.com. With shares of Tesla’s stock
soaring after the company announced its “best
first quarter production and delivery results
ever,” Musk wrote that Tesla’s stock price was
“too high.” He added that he intended to sell
“almost all physical possessions” and opposed
the government’s lockdown of cities and businesses to fight the coronavirus. While on an
earnings call, Musk also called social-distancing rules “fascist.” The stock price tweet could
again land Musk in hot water with regulators.
The controversial executive had agreed in a
settlement with the Securities and Exchange
Commission last year “to submit his public
statements about Tesla’s finances and other
topics to vetting by its legal counsel.”

No plaque for you, robot
“The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office has
ruled that artificial intelligence systems cannot
be credited as an inventor in a patent,” said
Jon Porter in TheVerge.com. A group called
the Artificial Inventor Project has been trying to convince patent regulators around the
world that a machine could be interpreted as

an “individual” in accordance with patent
law. The group says it’s concerned that “when
hundreds or even thousands of employees have
contributed code to a system, like IBM’s Watson supercomputer,” it may become impossible
to patent an invention if no human was involved closely enough to claim credit. But the
USPTO joined the U.K.’s Intellectual Property
Office and European Patent Office last week
in saying that the AI Project’s interpretation of
an individual inventor was “too broad.”

.Org stays in nonprofit hands
The board that oversees internet domain
names rejected the sale of .org to a private
equity group, said Steve Lohr in The New
York Times. ICANN, which stands for the
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names
and Numbers, said a “convincing majority”
of its 15-member board voted to veto the bid
from Ethos Capital due to a “lack of guarantees that the spirit that was always intended
for .org would be preserved.” The sale had
“stirred fierce opposition” when it was first
announced in November, mainly over skepticism of the private equity’s stewardship of
.org, a “top-level domain” that helps identify
nonprofits and civic-minded websites such as
RedCross.org and NPR.org.

Reuters
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Space: A golden ticket to the moon
us to widen our perspectives.” Rich
A private trip around the moon
people have gone to space before—
“sounds magical, and also pretty
seven made journeys on Russian
far-fetched,” said Kaitlyn Tiffany in
rockets brokered by American comVox.com. But that’s what Japanese
pany Space Adventures between
billionaire Yusaku Maezawa bought
2001 and 2009, paying as much
from Elon Musk’s space travel
as $35 million per trip. However,
company, SpaceX, this week—and
they didn’t fly nearly as far—and
Maezawa says he will take up to
the last moon landing was the
eight artists along with him for the
Apollo 17 mission in 1972. SpaceX
epic ride. If all goes as planned, the
and Maezawa might not “democramission, called Dear Moon, will
tize” space travel, but through the
blast off in 2023 and take one week
eyes of the artists, “they could help
to loop around Earth’s satellite.
make space accessible to all of us.”
That “if” is a big one. The 100-seat
Musk’s Big Falcon dream
space vehicle Maezawa is supposed
It’s nice to dream, but for the U.S. government, a SpaceX client,
to travel on, the Big Falcon Rocket, hasn’t been built yet, and
space tourism could be a “distraction,” said Joe Pappalardo in
Musk estimates it will cost $5 billion. There’s no guide on how
to prepare a bunch of tourists for the rigors of space travel. And Popular Mechanics. SpaceX launches national-security satellites
for NASA; the crewed flights it has planned for the government
so far, “for all its buzz,” SpaceX “has not actually sent anyone
in 2019 are behind schedule. That’s why Musk was careful to
into space yet—professional astronaut or otherwise.”
say the tourist flights would take up only 5 percent of SpaceX’s
effort. Just don’t forget there’s a personal rivalry at stake, too,
Sure, it might not work, but boy will the flight be significant if
said Rex Crum in MercuryNews.com. Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos,
it gets off the ground, said Joelle Renstrom in The Washington
the founder of space travel company Blue Origin, announced
Post. Choosing Maezawa for the moon voyage could seem to
“perpetuate the idea that space is a playground only for rich non- last week that he plans to send his first crewed rocket into space
in 2019. The future of exploring the cosmos may now come
astronauts.” Bringing artists to space, however, is a “beautiful
idea” and potentially a game changer for all humankind. The trip down to two billionaires “going at each other” in a “rich-guy
space race.”
“could inspire and stoke the curiosity of the human race, urging

Germany is
rolling out the
world’s first
hydrogenpowered train,
said Agence
France-Press.
The move signifies the beginning of a bid “to challenge the
might of polluting diesel trains with
costlier but more eco-friendly technology.” Two Coradia iLint trains are
now traversing a 62-mile route in
northern Germany. The trains have
fuel cells “that produce electricity
through a combination of hydrogen
and oxygen, a process that leaves
steam and water as the only emissions.” Leftover energy is housed in
lithium-ion batteries to power the
train later. The bright-blue trains can
run for about 620 miles on a single
tank of hydrogen, which mirrors the
range of diesel trains. The company
is betting that the technology will be
a “greener, quieter alternative to diesel on non-electrified railway lines.”
The maker promises the trains will
not only reduce pollution but also be
cheaper to run than diesel.
THE WEEK October 5, 2018

Bytes: What’s new in tech
Big Tech’s jump into health care
Apple’s new-model watch is the latest sign
“Big Tech is trying to remake health care
in its own image,” said Zachary Tracer in
Bloomberg.com. The latest iteration of its
watch is Apple’s “boldest foray so far into
personal health.” The device is capable of
monitoring heartbeats for dangerous conditions and performing an electrocardiogram,
“a test that monitors for a common abnormal
heart rhythm and is usually done by a doctor.” With health care accounting for roughly
18 percent of U.S. economic output, “the
business of keeping people well is a logical
frontier” for Silicon Valley. “Already, the
companies are in deep.” Amazon is engaged
in the pharmacy business, for instance, and is
working to create an employee-health venture
with JPMorgan Chase and Berkshire Hathaway. Microsoft and Google are also heavily
investing in health technology.

Google to send maps to 911
“Emergency call operators will soon have an
easier time pinpointing the whereabouts of
Android phone users,” said Sarah Krouse in
The Wall Street Journal. Google has negotiated an agreement with T-Mobile to pipe Android location data to emergency call centers.

With cellphone callers accounting for up to
80 percent of 911 calls placed in parts of the
U.S., locating callers is a burgeoning problem
for operators. “While landlines deliver an
exact address, cellphones typically register
only an estimated location” that can be as
wide as a few hundred yards. T-Mobile is the
first U.S. carrier to work with Google’s emergency location service.

Facebook’s dating app test
“Facebook Dating is now a reality,” said Ashley Carman and Casey Newton in TheVerge
.com. The social network has long hinted at a
set of dating-related features that exploit key
Facebook features like Groups and Events to
encourage users to meet face-to-face. Available as a test for users in Colombia ahead of a
global rollout, Facebook Dating joins a bevy
of apps, from well-known ones such as Tinder
and OKCupid to cutely named newcomers
such as Coffee Meets Bagel. Facebook’s effort
resembles the dating app Hinge, which encourages users to start conversations based on their
profiles. Dating will be limited to users 18 and
over. In the test, the company is making the
feature free of charge and opt-in only, with
Dating “walled off” from the rest of Facebook
to allay privacy worries.

SpaceX, René Frampe
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Markets: Stocks rise as economy sinks
more large companies alive and
The stock market just had its best
healthy and potentially even
month in decade while the economy
stronger,” the Fed could face a
is crashing, said Zachary Karabell
harsh reckoning. You have to
in Time, and there’s a simple reason:
wonder whom the Fed wants
the Federal Reserve. Since March, the
to help, said The Wall Street
central bank has committed to lending
Journal in an editorial. It has estrillions of dollars to businesses; buying
sentially put a floor under stock
billions’ worth of corporate debt; and
and bond prices that “has been
keeping interest rates at zero. So “figood for Wall Street and asset
nancial markets are awash in money,”
holders.” But for direct lendand investors are betting this “tsunami
ing to midsize companies with
of liquidity” will keep companies afloat
10,000 or fewer employees—
until the storm passes. “Investors are
the lifeblood of much of the
buying stocks in part because they have
economy—the Fed has offered
nowhere else to go,” said Paul Krugman
Fed Chairman Powell: Keeping the market afloat?
only grudging terms and sharp
in The New York Times. The stock mar“restrictions on dividends, stock buybacks, and compensation.”
ket is not the economy. On the contrary: It sometimes moves in
the opposite direction. A weak economy necessitates low interest
rates. That means “bonds offer incredibly low returns”—close to If you’re surprised at the stock runup, you may have “forgotten
zero, or less than zero for some inflation-protected bonds. So all one vital investing lesson formed during the Great Recession,”
said Brian Sozzi in Finance.yahoo.com: “Don’t fight the Federal
the money available to invest rushes into the stock market.
Reserve.” Even in times of economic crisis, the Fed can “work
magic” on stock prices. Just know that while the Fed and its
Unfortunately, the Fed’s role isn’t just to calm investors, said
James Politi in the Financial Times. It’s also supposed to “man- chaiman, Jerome Powell, can prop up financial markets, they
can’t do all the work of jump-starting the economy, said Neil
age the main government aid plan for distressed companies.”.
Irwin in The New York Times. The Fed’s role is to “lend money,
On this it is falling short. The Fed’s tools “are just not optimal
not to spend.” Its tools can “help an otherwise strong business
to get money to the right companies, on the right terms,” and
weather a difficult few months, but “they are no substitute for
big companies are getting the greatest benefit from its interventhe kinds of actions that Congress can take.”
tion. If after the epidemic has passed we emerge “with a lot

What the experts say
Delays in aid for the self-employed
“Most of the 23 million self-employed workers, including gig workers, are still waiting for
unemployment benefits,” said Rebecca Rainey
in Politico.com. Even with anew program,
Pandemic Unemployment Assistance, now in
place to help the self-employed, fewer than
half the states have started making payments.
Florida said the self-employed have to reapply
for benefits if they first applied before April
4, while New Jersey, with 100,000 applications, just started providing assistance last
week. California, the state that has treated
gig workers most favorably in recent years,
opened PUA applications only last week, and
almost immediately “warned that its program
is threatened by its overloaded system,” with
190,000 applications in two days.

AP

Social distancing with a staff of ser
The rich are still spending on household staff
during the pandemic, said Anna Silman in
New York magazine, and often ignoring the
risks. One live-in nanny for an “ultrahigh–net
worth” family moved to an “outrageously
large Hamptons house” along with “their outrageously large staff.” There’s “a sports coach
for the kids”; a chef “that goes to the grocery
store every day”; “people who come in to do

Charity of the week
blow-dries a few days a week”; a manicurist; and a personal trainer. Households that
are otherwise worried about contagion think
their staff doesn’t count. A caregiver with an
ordinarily “germaphobic” boss says he tells
friends “It’s just the nanny” when they hear
her coughing in the background of a phone
call. Wealth often doesn’t translate to generosity. One family invited their nanny to bring her
grandson to the country—then tried to dock
her pay $300 a week for his room and board.

Refinancing during an epidemic
If you’re trying to refinance your mortgage as
rates hit new lows, you’re not alone, said Ron
Lieber in The New York Times. To avoid getting jumped in line, “respond immediately”
to questions from lenders. Overdocument
everything; lenders will “often question income
gaps when people have taken parental leave,”
so come ready with hospital bills and baby
pictures. If you’re getting an appraisal, a “brief
document explaining idiosyncrasies” that
could affect the value of your home is handy.
Lastly, realize that “things may take longer
than the lenders say.” Keep “every shred of
proof” that you were responsive throughout
the process, so they don’t accuse you of causing a delay and charge you a fee.

The homeless are
especially
vulnerable
to the ravages of the
pandemic,
Coalition
for the
Homeless (coalitionforthehomeless.org)
is ramping up its work in New York City
to meet their needs. Every night, the
charity gives out hundreds of hot meals,
and it has created a crisis hotline for
shelter and other essential resources for
those with no place to go. To protect and
keep them safe, the coalition is handing
out thousands of bottles of hand sanitizer
and more than 100,000 surgical masks.
In partnership with Doctors Without
Borders, it has opened up a relief center
in Manhattan offering those in need
bathrooms and showers. The coalition is
also giving out cell phones with prepaid
plans, and cash cards for the homeless
to spend on essential items.
Each charity we feature has earned a
four-star overall rating from Charity
Navigator, which rates not-for-profit
organizations on the strength of their
finances, their governance practices,
and the transparency of their operations.
Four stars is the group’s highest rating.
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Bad bosses: Will they ever reform?
ment” to work massive amounts of
“Why do we lionize bad bosses?” asked
overtime—or get fired. Korey stepped
Rebecca Traister in New York Magazine.
down after our story on the company
“From Scrooge McDuck to Dabney
ran, but not before many employees
Coleman in 9 to 5,” Americans have let
had left. “Never work for your dream
terrible supervisors get away with sysbrand,” one former Away marketing
tematic cruelty because they make great
manager said. “It’ll kill you.”
characters. On The Apprentice, Donald
Trump played a “brittle and shallow”
The story of Away should be a cue for
boss who loved firing people. Bosses now
“other hard-driving bosses to take a
know they will be punished for discrimicloser look at some unexamined behavnating by gender or race. So the lesson
iors,” said Sarah Green Carmichael in
“for those with power and the instinct to
Bloomberg.com. For example, “conabuse it” is that anything goes, so long as
Some companies leave workers crying at their desks.
sider the common practice of sending
they mistreat everyone.
round-the-clock messages to staff,” which puts exhausted manFor a vivid story of how bosses can go wrong, said Zoe Schiffer agers at risk of sending something they’ll later regret. Underpaying and overworking employees in order to stay “lean” also has
in TheVerge.com, look at the luggage retailer Away, a company
costs: There is no prize “going to the company with the most
with a brand that consumers loved, built in a “toxic work enviburned-out employees.”
ronment” that employees feared. The $1.4 billion startup’s culture was supposed to be based on “inclusiveness.” In reality, that
meant employees were discouraged from communicating one-on- Not everyone in the startup world felt the criticism of Away
was fair, said Jason Shen in Fast Company. “People are getting
one and felt as if they were under “constant surveillance.” CEO
soft,” one tech investor told me after hearing about the issues
Steph Korey “was infamous for tearing into people” in public,
at Away. In the startup world, many founders and investors becalling one worker “brain dead.” Away’s so-called core values
became a cudgel used to browbeat workers. In one series of mes- lieve that “making a dent in the universe is hard and employees
sages that began at 3 a.m., Korey wrote, “In an effort to support should expect to work tirelessly.” But maybe we can all agree
that at the very least “employees should expect to work someyou in developing your skills, I am going to help you learn the
career skill of accountability,” before revoking their right to any where free of verbal abuse, emotional manipulation, or extended
unpaid overtime.”
paid time off. Employees were to told “utilize your empower-

What the experts say
High-fee investments are leaving teachers
with dramatically smaller nest eggs for their
retirement plans, said Gretchen Morgenson and Anne Tergesen in The Wall Street
Journal. Teachers with 403(b) accounts—
government employees’ equivalent of the
401(k)—typically have more than half their
assets invested in annuities, which carry costs
as high as 3 percent a year. “In contrast, fees
on 401(k) accounts average less than 1 percent.” For a typical account, over 25 years
“an extra two percentage points in fees would
cut 38 percent from the final account value.”
Some school districts also hire middlemen
who “help teachers and other school employees choose investments.” These “thirdparty administrators” promise independent
advice—but are sometimes paid extra by
mutual fund companies to steer teachers into
higher-cost accounts.

Investing while black
Secret recordings at a Phoenix bank branch
reveal “what racism in the banking industry
sounds like,” said Emily Flitter in The New
York Times. Jimmy Kennedy, a former NFL
lineman, started recording conversations with
his financial adviser at JPMorgan Chase after
THE WEEK December 27, 2019/January 10, 2020
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he moved $800,000 into the bank but “kept
getting the runaround” about becoming a
private client, a status “reserved for accounts
with more than $250,000.” When he tried to
find out why, Kennedy, who is black, was told
that “bank employees were scared of dealing
with him.” “We’re in Arizona,” the adviser
said. “I don’t have to tell you about what the
demographics are in Arizona. They don’t see
people like you a lot.”

Kansas wants you, America
Topeka will pay you up to $15,000 to move
there, said Kevin Hardy in The Kansas City
Star. With the state capital’s unemployment
rate at 2.9 percent, near a 10-year low, businesses are struggling to fill openings and
attract new talent. The “Choose Topeka”
program, approved last week, offers up to
$15,000 to pay for moving expenses for anyone who buys a primary home in the city, and
$10,000 for people who rent. One caveat before you rush to pack up your stuff: The program has only $300,000 in its coffers for the
first year. The city’s difficulties mirror those of
many smaller cities in an increasingly centralized economy. Topeka’s not Kansas City, one
local business leader says, where “you have a
2 million–plus metro, which sells itself.”

Since 1988, Family Promise has helped
homeless families through a threepronged strategy of preventing eviction,
providing shelter, and helping secure
a home. The organization’s more than
200 local affiliates offer temporary housing in shelters, houses of worship, and
private homes, as well as transportation, child care, and connections to local
social-service agencies. Family Promise
chapters have opened day centers
where the homeless can shower and do
laundry. The organization’s main goal,
however, is to help people find housing;
it has helped 88 percent of the families
in its programs do that. You can donate
directly to local chapters through the
Help Us Move In (helpusmovein.org) program, which matches donations raised
locally by Family Promise affiliates.
Each charity we feature has earned a
four-star overall rating from Charity
Navigator, which rates not-for-profit
organizations on the strength of their
finances, their governance practices,
and the transparency of their operations.
Four stars is the group’s highest rating.
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